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Abstract

\' Laser resonance saturation represents an extremely rapid and efficient

new method of coupling laser energy into either a gas or plasma. We have

continued to study this process both theoretically and experimentally

and have shown that this interaction can lead to a very high degree of

ground level burnout for the laser pumped species. During the past year

we have undertaken the first time resolved Stark width measurements of

the free electron density within a sodium plasma created by laser resonance

saturation. Currently we are exploring the feasibility of using this ground

level burnout feature as the basis of a new approach towards the development

of an efficient short wavelength laser. In a preliminary experiment we have

been able to show that sudden joule heating of a thin foil looks promising

as a technique for creating the steep gradient of neutral atoms necessary

for charge exchange formation of a ground level population inversion within

the species having suffered a ground level burnout through laser resonance

saturation.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The main thrust of our current research program has been to study two

aspects of a new approach towards the development of a relatively efficient

short wavelength laser. This approach is based on the rapid burnout of the

ground level population of a suitable species to the point where it becomes

*possible to think in terms of creating a ground level population inversion

and thereby the development of a short wavelength laser of high quantum

efficiency.

Laser saturation of an atomic resonance transition has, in recent
(1-18) become recognized as a new form of laser interaction that isi years,

capable of rapidly and efficiently producing near total ionization of the

laser pumped species. Our first objective is to evaluate the potential of

this laser ionization based on resonance saturation LIBORS process to

efficiently attain a high degree of ground level burnout and thereby provide

conditions that are conducive to the formation of a ground level population

inversion. Our second objective is to study how best to create such a

ground level population inversion. Initially we are considering an approach

based on a combination of rapid cooling and charge exchange collisions with

the atoms of a dense neutral cloud.
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STATUS REPORT

In order to make full use of laser resonance saturation it is important

to attain a comprehensive understanding of this interaction. Of special

interest is the limitation to the degree of ground level burnout that can be

achieved,for the greater the degree of burnout, the easier it should be to

create a ground level inverted population (GLIP).

During the past year we have made good progress in this connection. We

have undertaken the first time resolved measurements of the electron density

within a sodium plasma created by laser resonance saturation. These Stark

broadening measurements have confirmed that near total ionization has been

* achieved and provide us with a means to determine the efficiency of the

ionization process. These measurements will shortly be augmented by a new

technique called SHADO (for Spectral Hole Atom Density Observation). This

technique has been specifically devised to measure the residual ground level

density in the burnout phase of the LIBORS interaction as Stark measurements

alone are inappropriate for determining the degree of ionization once it

exceeds about 95%.

During the past year we have also studied the possibility of utilizing

charge exchange collisions for the purpose of creating a GLIP within the

laser burned out species and have developed a criterion for estimating the

steepness of the density gradipnt required to achieve this goal. We have

also initiated an experimental program aimed at producing a dense atomic

cloud with the required steep density gradient.

Since the degree of ground level burnout attained through LIBORS is an

important parameter in determining the steepness of the density gradient for

the neutral cloud, we have extended our steady state analysis to doubly

ionized boron - a prime candidate for the charge exchange interation. Lastly,

we have been able to show in a rather elegant manner that laser stimulated

inverse radiative autoionization cannot be used to create a GLIP, see Appendix A.

42
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1. LASER ABSORPTION WITH SPECTRAL HOLE BURNING

In our earlier work {19 ) on the attenuation of laser energy tuned to

overlap the 589 nm resonance transition of sodium atoms we developed a

spectrally integrated radiation transport analysis to account for the

observed dependence of the laser energy absorption upon the sodium vapour

; density and the incident laser energy. Although this analysis describes

the behaviour at low values of laser energy it appeared inadequate at
higher energies. During the past year we have extended this theory to

include both the transition absorption profile and the finite bandwidth

of the laser pulse. Our analysis reveals that although spectral hole

burning is likely to have been substantial in our experiments, (19 ) never-

theless, our simple theory appears to have been adequate to describe the

variation of absorbed laser energy with incident laser energy provided the

incident laser energy was insufficient to create appreciable excitation and

ionization.

This analysis has been prepared into the form of a paper and has been

accepted for publication in the Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and

Radiative Transfer. A copy of which is appended to this report as Appendix

B and therefore will not be discussed further in this section.

2. MEhOD OF MEASURING THE GROUND LEVEL BURNOUT FACTOR

Our work on spectral hole burning discussed above (and presented in

full in Appendix B) led us to consider this effect as a means of measuring

the degree of ground level burnout achieved through laser resonance saturation.

We propose to use a nitrogen pumped ring dye laser to provide us with a short

(< 5 nsec) broad band pulse of radiation tuned to overlap one of the resonance

transitions.

If the laser spectral irradiance of this probe pulse is below the

value necessary for saturating the transiLion then Beer-Lambert's law

applies and we can write for a beam traversing a diameter of our disc

shaped vapour zone,
R

I(v,R) = I('v,-R)cxp L 1 (r)o0(r)lr. (1)
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where I(v,R) is the spectral irradiance leaving the vapour region at

radius R,

I(v,-R) is the spectral irradiance incident upon the vapour region

at radius -R,

Nl(r) is the ground state population density at radius r within

the vapour zone,

L(v,r) is the normalized atomic line profile function [i.e.,

L(v,r)/Z(v 0,r)] at radius r within the vapour zone, and

a (r) is the absorption cross section at the line centre frequencyhv
at radius r within the vapour zone, i.e., o(r ) = - B I(v ,r).0 47T 12 0

Alternatively, if the laser spectral irradiance is close to (or greater than)

the saturated spectral irradiance of the transition
(2 0 )

8 h~3 ( RAD )

I(v) = 8--v (2)

where g (=g2/gl) is the degeneracy ratio of the transition, hv is the photon

energy, c the velocity of light, T the radiative lifetime for the transi-

tion and T the actual lifetime, then an allowance has to be made for the

redistribution of the two level population by the radiation field of the

laser. From our more complete analysis [see equation (17) of Appendix B]

S N (r)a° (r)L(vr)dr

I(v,R) = I(v,-R)exp J l+J(r) (3)
| -R

where

1R NO (r) O(r)L(r)drl r )

J(r) = - (,-R)L(,r)exp [- f dv (4)

4 -- O -R
Here, I - s(v)v(s) where 6v[---(vo)] represents the effective absorption

bandwidth of the transition. Under these circumstances N (r) represents
0

the sum of the population densities in the upper and lower levels of the

transition, which in the absence of other processes just equals the ground

level population prior to laser irradiation.

In general the width and depth of the spectral hole produced in the

laser pulse will depend on the optical depth of the medium at the avelength

of concern. This in turn depends upon the density distribution along the

path of the laser beam so that the greater the degree of ground level burnout,

4 ,4
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the narrower and more shallow will be the spectral hole. A complication

arises, however, due to the boundary region of the vapour. In these end

zones the lower initial vapour density will result in a smaller degree of

ground level burnout (see figure 1) and the possibility arises that the

greater ground level population density existing in these end zones could

limit the measurement of the degree of ground level burnout GLB attained

in the central region.

As a means of evaluating this potential constraint on the limit of our

GLB measurement we have undertaken some computer simulations for the low

irradiance probe case. These calculations take account of the Stark shift

and broadening incurred by the line as a result of the plasma created. The

results are presented as figure 2. Here, the probe laser spectral irradiance

was assumed to be much less than the saturated spectral irradiance I s(v) and

independent of frequency over the spectral interval of interest. The initial

sodium vapour was assumed to be uniform with density Nmax over a radius ro,

then to fall off with radius according to the relation

-(r-ro)/L

N (r) = N 10 )/L
0 max

where L is the end zone scale length. Our simple LIBORS model (17) was used

to estimate the degree of burnout achieved in the end zones.

In figure 1 and the broken curves of figure 2, N = 1016 cm-3
max

ro = 6 cm and L = 1 cm, while the full curves in figure 2 correspond to the

same values of Nmax and r , but L = 0.2 cm. The ionization laser pulse irradi-

ance I Z was taken to be 106 Wcm - 2 in figures 1 and 2. We can conclude from figure

that if we are satisfied with a measurement to 99.9% ionization (i.e., a GLB

factor defined as the ratio of the neutral to ion ground level ratio a l0-3)

then the end zone uncertainties should limit the accuracy of the GLB measure-

ment to about ±25%. However, if 99.99% ionization (i.e., o > 10 - 4 ) is to be

measured, then this method is not likely to be adequate unless the end zone

density scale length L is very short (< 0.5 cm). As we shall see later there

ippears to be some evidence that the end zones are indeed fairly steep.

However, this is a subject that will have to be further investigated.

At the time of writing we are testing the specially designed nitrogen

laser pumped ring dye laser that will be used for these GI measurements on

the sodium plasma created within our LIBORS facility.
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3. LIBORS EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Within the past few years the literature has become rich with papers (3 - 15)

that involve experimental studies of laser resonance saturation and its

consequences. Although, this work has provided confirmation of the ioniza-

tion capability of this interaction, none of the experiments undertaken to

date have determined the temporal variation of the electron density or, even

more pertinent, the degree of ground level burnout achievable through this

form of laser interaction.

3.1 LIBORS Facility and Emission Studies

Over the past year we have continued the development of our facility

for creating plasmas based on laser resonance saturation and undertaking

these important measurements. A photograph of an early arrangement is

presented as figure 3, while the current configuration of our LIBORS facility

is schematically illustrated in figure 4. In essence a powerful flashlamp

pumped dye laser (Phase-R Model 2100BX) is used to irradiate a disc shaped

region of sodium vapour confined within a speially designed (heat pipe

action) oven that provides 3600 optical access.

The basic design of this oven involves a set of upper and lower heated

plates to which are attached two stainless steel mesh discs that provide

the capillary action for the liquid sodium that is germane to the heat pipe

principle. The sodium vapour is prevented from coming into contact with

the windows through the use of an argon buffer region that is kept cool by

the flow of cold water through copper tubes positioned outside the heated

zone. To relieve the radial stress apparent in the original design of this

oven(21) we have incorporated a specially designed buckle. A close-up view

of this sandwich oven and its concomitant water cooling pipes is presented

as figure 5.

When the laser is tuned to one of the sodium resonance lines and fires

4 through the sodium vapour a burst of plasma emission is clearly visible to

the eye along the path of the laser beam. An example of this emission is

seen in figure 6. The oven is mounted on a special sliding arrangement that

provides us with the ability to tranlsate it in the plane of the laser beam.

4This will enable us to excite and view different regions of the vapour

without changing the optical arrangement.

6



Spectral narrowing and tuning of the dye laser is accomplished through

the use of three prisms and a back reflector. With this configuration and

a 2x10 -4 Molar solution of Rhodamine 6G in high purity methanol an output

pulse of close to half a joule at 589 nm has been attained. The spectral

width (FWHM) of this pulse is abou: 0.2 nm. If an intracavity etalon is

used in proximity to the output reflector the pulse narrows to about 0.06 nm

(FWHM) but the shot-to-shot reproducibility deteriorates and consequently the

etalon was not employed. The spectral features of the laser pulse are

measured by the spectrometer-reticon system shown in figure 7. Two photo-

diodes have been arranged to monitor the laser power before and after

transmission through the sodium vapour. These photodiodes have been calibrated

by comparison with an energy meter.

The emission from the laser produced plasma is monitored by three photo-

multipliers. Two are involved in evaluating the temporal behaviour of the

free electron density by means of a Stark width measurement of a specific

emission line, while the third is used in conjunction with a Heath monochro-

mator to monitor the emission at various wavelengths. The experimental

arrangement for undertaking the Stark width measurement involves imaging

the exit slit of a SPEX 1700 monochromator onto the face of a two channel

fiber optic array, see figures 4 and 8. Prior to reaching the entrance slits

of the two monochromators the light from the plasma is rotated through 900 by

means of prism arrangements (BR in figure 4). This rotation enables the

vertical entrance slits of the monochromators to accept light from a hori-

zontal slice of the plasma. The optical axis of both systems and that of

the flashlamp pumped dye laser are aligned by means of a He-Ne laser to lie

in the same horizontal plane. The length and width of the observed slice of

plasma is then determined by the respective height and width of each entrance

slit.

The 568.8 nm line of the sodium 4 2D-32 P multiplet was selected as the

most suitable for undertaking the Stark measurements. This choice was

based on the following information: it was observed to be a strong line,

our photomultipliers were fairly sensitive at its wavelength, and most

important, its Stark broadening was sufficient to ensure a reasonably

reliable measurement of the peak electron density at the vapour pressures

of interest. The third photomltiplier (nn RCA 1P21) observed several

spectral lines in addition to a (3 nm) band of recombination radiation at

7



400 nm. Figure 9 displays a representative example of both this recombina-

tion radiation signal (the inverted upper trace) and a signal from the

c photodiode positioned so as to monitor the corresponding incident laser

pulse (lower trace). It is quite evident from these signals that the plasma

radiates for a time that is considerably longer than the duration of the

laser pulse. An even more intense signal was observed at the 568.8 nm

wavelength, an example of which is provided in figure 10. It is apparent

that this line radiation peaks some time after the peak of the laser

pulse.

The variation in the peak signal at 568.8 nm as a function of radial

position across the sodium vapour disc (and along the laser beam) is shown

in figure 11 for two laser wavelengths. It is apparent that when the laser

is tuned to overlap the 589.0 nm sodium resonance line the signal increases

at first with decreasing radial position - which reflects the increasing

sodium density at the edge of the vapour disc - then proceeds to decrease

fairly dramatically with further decrease of radial position. This decrease

in the 568.8 nm emission signal is attributed to strong absorption of the

laser pulse as it propagates through the vapour.

On detuning the laser to 590.4 nm the peak emission at 568.8 nm is

again seen to increase at first (i.e., at the edge) but then iemain prac-

tically constant with decreasing radial position. Although this spatial

variation is reasonable on the grounds that the detuned laser pulse is expected

to suffer much less absorption - what is surprising is that the magnitude of

the 568.8 nm emission for the detuned case exceeds the value obtained when the

laser is tuned at most radial positions! Indeed, observations fairly close to

the centre of the sodium disc (r 0.75 cm) reveal that as thc laser is

detuned towards longer wavelengths the peak amplitude of the 568.8 nm

emission significantly increases at first, reaching a maximum that is

nearly an order of magnitude greater than the 589.0 nm tuned case, then

decreases with further detuning, see figure 12.

This is similar to an observation made by Muller and lertel. (23) They

showed that the infrared laser emission at 3.4 1im (corresponding to the

52S-.12 P multiplet of sodium) resulting from laser irradiation of sodium

vapour also reached a maximum value when the exciting laser was detuned

* towards the red of the 589.6 nm resonance line. Indeed, thcir results show

a minimum in the infrared ciri'ssion when the irradiating laser is tuned to

E 8
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either of the atomic resonance lines. This observation is consistent with

strong absorption of the exciting laser beam when its wavelength coincides

x with the resonance lines. However, what is not so obvious is the mechanism

that permits the laser to interact so strongly with the sodium vapour over

such a large wavelength interval. Kumar et al ( 1 5 ) have also noted that

strong infrared emission is observed from sodium vapour when the exciting
laser is tuned over a 3.4 nm interval centred on the resonance lines.

Their results do not, however, reveal a minimum in this emission when the

laser is tuned onto either of the resonance lines, but this could be due to

their poor spectral resolution. Kumar et al attribute the large wave-

length range of the interaction to laser induced power broadening of the

resonance lines. We believe that this explanation is in error due to their

assumption of a linear dependence of the power broadening with laser irradi-

ance.

We suspect that the laser is capable of exciting and ionizing the vapour

over such a broad range of wavelengths because it is able to couple a signi-

ficant amount of power to the resonance lines even when it is appreciably

detuned. In effect saturation of the resonance transitions is maintained

over this wide detuning interval due to the broad wings of both the absorp-

tion and laser spectral profiles. We intend to test this explanation by

measuring the spectral distribution of the laser pulse.

3.2 Vapour Denoity .-e~'surements

The temperature within the sandwich oven is monitored by several

thermocouples positioned between both top and bottom disc heater blocks

and the oven. If the sandwich oven operated according to heat pipe prin-

ciples the temperature and therefore the vapour density should be uniform

over a disc shaped region, then fall rapidly with radius in the vicinity of

the water cooled lip. The density in the uniform region should be deter-

mined primarily by the terperature of the vapour (24 ) and the radius of the

vapour disc should be controlled by the argon buffer gas pressure.

Under operating conditions the temperature from the various thermo-

couples did not agree to better than 10%. Consequent I)', an i Idependent

means of assessing the sodium atom density was sought. A simple means of

monitoring the sodiu; viapour was dcvised based on our spectral hole work,

reported earlier. A Xenon liht source and a specially designed optical

9



system was used to produce a narrow beam of broad jand collimated radiation.

This beam was directed through the sodium vapour and its transmitted spectrum

was measured by means of a scanning Heath monochromator and an attendant

(RCA 1P21) photomultiplier. The output of the photomultiplier was displayed

on an X-Y plotter, see figure 13.

It is apparent from equation (1) that in the case of resonance broad-

ening of an isolated line.

R 2r x 4 F yNI (r6r)

I(X,R) = I(X,-R) exp L 8,rCT2 1 J tr)2 +2 N2Jr(

-TRC 1 (-o +y2N 2 (r)(6

where u21 is the radiative lifetime and X0 the line centre wavelength of

the transition. Equation (6) also implicitly assumes that for resonance

broadening the HI-HM line width

AX1/ 2 = yNl (r) (7)

In the case of the sodium resonance doublet, the transmissivity
-:R

T(X,R) I(X,R) =exp [ 1 Y3/2 N1 2(r)dr
I(_,-R) 8Trc T 3/2 - (X-X 3 / 2 ) +Y3/2 N1 (r)

R 32 32 1

"I 1Y/ N,7 (r)dr
T 2 2 (8).T 1 /2-R f 11 2) +Y2N1r

i! , (5 2 P3/22/2
where the 3/2 and 1/2 subscripts are taken to refer to the 589.0 -3S )

t(2Pi 23/21/
and 589.6 nm (3 2P1/2-3 S 1 2 ) resonance transitions respectively. According

to Sobelman ct ai(25)

1 3
Y3/2 = 0.93 x 2 ref 1 2 A3/2

and (9)
1 3112 = 0.58 x 2 ref 12 1/2

where f 1 2 represents the. total doublet absorption oscillator strength and
12 -13

r is the classical electron radius (2 . 8 2xlO cm).

If we further assur-,e that for the sodium doublet

10



S 2 1 1 1 1
3 and 3 (10)

3/2 21 1/2 21

and a uniform ground state atom density N1 across the diameter of the vapour

disc, then we can write

X9 RN2

T(X,R,NI) = exp [ 3 2 21 (A'NI)

1 64 c T2 1

where

1.86 0.58 (12)13 +/(X-l3 2)+y3 2N I /2) +Y1/22N)

For the sodium resonance doublet, y = 2.6xi026 cm4 and y = 1.6xi0-26 cm4

In order to calculate the true transmissivity T*(X,R,NI) equation (11)

has to be convoluted with the instrumental response function to allow for

the limited resolution of the monochromator. This instrumental response

function is masonably well approximated by a Gaussian function and the

resulting convolution has been performed numerically.

The diameter of the sodium disc is determined by scanning the sandwich

oven past the beam in order to assess the positions at which the absorption

associated with the vapour suddenly decreases. In effect, this defines R

and -R, assuming circular symmetry. The transmissivity T*(X,R,N1 ) has been

calculated for a range of densities corresponding to a given R and the

resulting spectral holes compared with the experimentally observed spectral

hole. Two examples are presented as figure 14. This comparison has been

used to estimate the average sodium vapour density during experimental runs.

These densities are, in general, lower than expected from the thermocouple

temperatures. However, there is also a significant spread in the thermo-

couple readings which suggests that the thermocouple tc:.pcratures may not

truly reflect the temperature within the oven due to temperature gradients

in the oven structure.

3 3 ,"'-cz,-k V"/ dth ,;:e " ; .. " _ , _. ,- _, __

Stark broadening measurements represent a well known method oF deter-

mining the free electron density within a plaisma.(25) Grumberg et al

observed excellent agreement between the measured and computed (26b)

- 11-



linewidths of the 568.2 and 568.8 nm lines of sodium The 568.8 nm line

was chosen for our experiments for the reasons indicated earlier. Our

approach involves measuring the ratio of the line emission in two adjacent

spectral windows for it can be shown(22) that with the right choice of

windows this ratio is directly related to the free electron density.

Basically, the voltage signal obtained across the oscilloscope input

impedance and having its origin in the output current of the channel 1

photomultiplier (RCA 1P21) can be expressed in the form

Vl(t) = AlP(t) J £(x')T (x'-xl)dx' (13)

where A1 represents a system constant that includes the photomultiplier's

sensitivity and spectral response, and the oscilloscope input

impedance,

P(t) represents the spectrally integrated power from the 568.8 nm

line falling upon the photomultiplier's photocathode,

L(x' represents the emission line profile function (which is

assumed to be dominated by Stark broadening for the conditions

of interest),

Tl(x'-xl) represents the transmission function of the receiver optics

(which includes the monochromator and channel 1 of the fiber

array) at the reduced wavelength

xt = (X-Ao-d')/w' (14)

where A is the observed wavelength, X the unperturbed emission line centre
4 wavelength, d' the Stark shift and w' the Stark width.(26) xi represents

the reduced wavelength corresponding to the peak value of the transmission

function for channel 1.

If we introduce the filter function for channel 1
4 C

KI £ , T1 (x'-x')dx' (15)

-CO

and assume that the transmission function can be approximated by a Gaussian
4 profile so that we can write

* 12



I2

T (x'-x{) - K1  -[(x'-x)/ 1 ] (16)

1

where 6 can be related to the I-IMM of the transmission function, Ll1,

through the relation

6= -(17)

Under these conditions we can write

A1K

V (t) A 11 P(t)nl (xI, Ne) (18)

where
~~~CO _[x _l/ l 2

nl(xl' N) = ! £(x')e dx' (19)

Similar reasoning for channel 2, which used a more sensitive RCA 8575

photomultiplier, leads us to conclude that the ratio of the voltage signals
-V 2 (t) A2 K2

V2 1  Vt) - A1 K1 R2 1(Xj, x2 , Ne) (20)

where the two channel response function

-. I (xI)e 2 2dx'
2

R2 1 (x{, x , Ne) = CO 2 (21)

[ £(x')e 11

-CO

has been evaluated (22)for several different wavelength settings of 'l and

and different transmission widths AXA1 and AA 2 ' Clearly the ratio of

the signals from the two photomultipliers V2 1 can be directly related to

the electron density by reference to the two channel response function

2(1 No) or R., (N ) for short via the relation
21 1' 2 -1 e

I V 1 = S 2 1 R2 1 (N) (22)

0G 13



where S21 is termed the sensitivity factor and is evaluated by means of

a calibration experiment. The centre wavelength for channel I was set

fairly close to the line centre wavelength of the observed line (i.e.,

568.922 nm) while the corresponding centre wavelength for channel 2 was

)2 = 569.128 nm.
2

The transmission function for each of the two optical channels was

determined by sweeping the 568.8 nm line from a sodium reference lamp across

the fiber optic array. Representative results with their Gaussian approxi-

mations are presented as figure 15. In this instance the channel wavelengths

were X = 568.922 nm and X = 569.128 nm. It is also apparent that AX = 0.10
I2 1

rq nm and AX2 = 0.0525 nin. The asymmetry in the experimental points for channel

1 is attributed to some damage in the fiber optic bundle. Also included

in this figure (by way of illustration) are two calculated emission profiles
15 16 -3

for electron densities of 4x10 and 10 cm It is clear that while V21
16 -3

would be expected to be of the order of unity for Ne = 10 cm , this ratio
15e

would be very small for Ne = 4x10 . In general, the sensitivity factor $21

appropriate to a given configuration is obtained from such a figure by

writing
-P2 AX2

21 plAAl (23)

where P2 and p1 represent the peak voltage signals attained on channels

2 and 1 respectively in the calibration run.

In order to determine the sensitivity of this measurement to the electron

temperature R21(Ne) was evaluated with AI = 568.922nin, .2 = 569.12Snm for two

electron temperatures (5000 and 20,000 K). The resulting curves are presented

as figure 1-6. The instrumental widths assumed in this calculation were

AX = 0.10 nm and 0 2 = 0.0525 nm. It is apparent from this figure that

a reasonably accurate (to within 20%) estimate of the electron density,

over the range 4xl015 to l.3x1016 cm - 3 , can be made even if the electron

temperature is not known with any real precision.

The electron density time history for a given shot is evaluated by

first digitizing the two oscilloscope traces corresponding to the signals

from channels 1 and 2. A representa tive pair of traces is prvscnted as

figure 17, the inverted trace corresponds to the signal from channel 1.

A comparison of this figure with Figure 10 rcveals that the signal duration

of both channels I and 2 are considerably shorter than that of the third PM[

1,1i



(the inverted trace in figure 10) which is spectrally centred on the 568.8

nm line. This is to be expected in light of the off-centred transmission

functions for channels 1 and 2, see figure 15. Indeed, closer inspection

of figure 17 indicates that the signal from channel 2 decays faster than

that from channel 1. This can be understood in terms of a decrease in

both the width and shift of the 568.8 nm line with recombination of the

plasma.

A preliminary set of digitized signals, their concomitant signal ratio

and the resulting electron density time history is presented as figure 18.

In this shot, the average sodium atom density No = 1.05x1016 cm-3 ; the
laser energy E = 150 (±10) mJ; and the laser wavelength X k = 589.0 nm.

These observations were undertaken 0.75 cm from the centre of the sandwich

oven. Although the electron density measurements are only reliable (22) for

Ne > 5x1015 cm 
-3 , it is quite apparent that full ionization is achieved,

in agreement with our theoretical work. It should also be noted that if we

display the signal from channel 1 with the signal from the photodiode

monitoring the incident laser pulse, we could directly evaluate the time

to achieve 90% ionization and compare this with the predictions of our

LIBORS code.

At the time of writing we are preparing to undertake such measurements

and also examine the variation in the peak electron density with detuning

of the laser. We also hope to shortly undertake the first measurements of

the ground level burnout factor using the spectral hole technique discussed

earlier.

4. GROUND LEVEL BURNOUT IN BORON III

The degree of ground level burnout attainable through laser resonance

saturation is of fundamental importance to our approach at the development

of efficient short wavelength lasers. It is evident that the greater the

reduction in the ground level population the easier it becomes to create a

ground level population inversion. In order to estimate the limiting value

of the ground Zel',ef b _---'out fcctar,

a : N 1/N0 + 1 (24)

where N1 represents the ground level population of the ion of charge q and

15



q +1 represents the density of ions of charge q+1, we have undertaken a

steady state analysis. This analysis was described in our (1981) AFOSR

report where the calculations were undertaken for the case of sodium vapour.

Our analysis revealed that when allowance was made for both radiation

cooling and thermal conduction the ground level burnout factor a at first

decreased with increasing density, then beyond some critical density in-

creased with increasing density. In the case of sodium we found

Na - 6.6 x 10-5

min

and this was predicted to occur for a sodium density No  2x107 cm- 3

We have now extended this analysis to the case of doubly ionized

boron, for, as pointed out in the 1981 AFOSR report, this looks like an

attractive candidate for creating a GLIP through charge exchange (and rapid

cooling) with an atomic cloud of copper. A significant difference between

our present calculations and that undertaken previously for sodium relates

to our inclusion of inverse bremsstrahlung heating. This was neglected

in our earlier work on sodium. As might be expected this improves the

degree of burnout predicted and in the case of boron III this improvement

amounts to a factor of close to two. As with the sodium case we find that

the ground level burnout factor for a doubly ionized boron plasma also

rapidly decreases with density, achieving a minimum value

Bill 46 l0i018

C min 4.6 x 10 (for Bill density of 2 x 10 cm)

This is indicated in figure 19 for 8 = 1.0, where S represents the

conduction ZosC factor - a parameter that we have introduced to allow for

the fact that under certain conditions the conduction loss may well be

somewhat less than used in this calculation. For example, if the plasma

is expanding into a vacuum or across a magnetic field electron thermal

conduction could be reduced. The broken curves in figure 19 correspond to

0.1 and under these circumstances a B I 2.3x1 (for Bill density of
17 -3 mn

7xlO cm ) . These values for the minimum ground level burnout factors

are quite attractive in terms of being able to create a ground level inver-

si on within a doubly ionized boron plasma.

16



S. GROUND LEVEL INVERSION BASED ON RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGE

In our main approach towards the development of an efficient short

wavelength laser we assume that a high degree of ground level burnout

is achieved within some ionic species through laser resonance saturation.

Subsequently this plasma is projected into a dense cloud of atoms leading

to a rapid cooling and repopulation of the upper states of the GLB-ion

through three-body recombination. Even more important, we assume that the

atoms that constitute this cloud have been chosen to undergo resonance

charge exchange with the ion and thereby selectively populate a particular

upper level of the GLB-ion. Potential combinations are presented as

figure 20. I (I

A criterion for the creation of a ground level inverted population GLIP can bi

developed in terms of the density gradient of the atomic cloud if we assume

that charge exchange collsiions are the dominant mechanism for repopulation

of the upper levels of the GLB-ion. In reality rapid cooling will enhance

the three-body recombination rate which also preferentially populates the

upper levels. A simplified energy level diagram for the two constituents

involved is presented as figure 21.

The volume rate of population of the level lq,3> (which in this

instance represents the potential laser level - q is taken as the charge

on the GLB-ion) through resonance ch-arge exczanrge collisions with the atoms

in their ground level is assumed to be S(t). In the rest frame of the

(q+!)-ions we can write

S(t) = NA(t)Nq1 l<ov>cx (25)

where N7+ 1 represents the density of ground state ions of charge q+1, NA(t)
represents the density of ground state atoms at the instant of interest - which

corresponds to the density of these atoms at a distance ut within the atomic

cloud, u representing the relative velocity between the cloud and the (q+l)-ions.

<ov> represents the resonance charge exchange collision rate coefficient.
cx

For a semi-infinite cloud of atoms having a zero density boundary at

the z=O plane we can %vrite

t

Na (t) = N NA + u- A dt (26)

0

4 17
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so that if we assume a steady state within the cloud,

(ut dN A

NA(t) = d dz (27)

0

and for a linear density profile over the range 0 < z ZA, we have
o-

NA(t) = NAUt/ZA (28)

where N is the maximum atom density within the cloud (for z > ZA).
AA

Furthermore, if the relative velocity of approach between the ions and

the cloud is of the order of the thermal velocity of the ions, then

<Cjv> -- o u(29)

64 and if we introduce

So NANq+I cxu2/zA (30)

then we can write

d Nq() (t) - N q(t){Aq + N (31)
d-t 3 s 3 31 e3

where Nq(t) is the population density of the Iq,3> level (the potential

laser level) ,\q reprc-cnts the Einstein spontaneous transition prob-'31

ability for the potential laser transition, N is the free electrone

density and K9 represents the total rate coefficient for electron

collisional depopulation of the lq,3> level. Clearly, to minimize the

requirements for creating aGLIP, we must assume that , >> N eK3 and

so we haIve

d= St -Nq (t)/L (32)

and

d qq (33)

t N(t) =N
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where we have introduced the radiative lifetime of the potential laser

level

1 l/Ai (34)

qand NI (t) represents the GLB-ion ground state population density (the

potential terminal level for the laser transition). It should be noted

that equation (33) tantamounts to stating that the only means of

populating the ground level of the GLB-ion is through radiative decay

of the level being selectively populated by charge exchange collisions.

This assumption is based on the premise that radiative decay dominates

collisional decay and that Aq is one of the largest radiative decay
31

rates for repopulating the ground level of the ion.

If we assume that Nq(o) = 0, i.e., essentially no population existed

in the fq,3> level prior to repopulation through charge exchange colli-

sions, then the solution of equation (32) takes the form

N q(t) = S T 2 {{Lt 1] + e-t/T} (35)

We introduce the ground level popuZation inversion density

r(t) N(t) - g(t) (36)

where g - g3/g 1 is defined as the ratio of the degeneracies of levels

(q,3> and !q,l>, respectively. Combining equations (32) and (33) yields

dt - St - (l+g)N (t) (37)
dt ~ o3

and with the solution given by equation (35) we have

dK (t) (=S g -{eth
t [(l+g)=e[/}- 1t] (38)

This yields

u4 (t) ly (o) + So 0 19)Tft 4 - 1 (9)
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where

jib) --gNq (o) (40)

This follows from the definition ofAl(t) and the condition Nq(o) 0.

From physical considerations we expect that,)'(t) will be a maximum when

dA'(t)/dt - 0, or from (38) when

t = (l+g)i{l-e-t/i}/g (41)

Although this is a transcendental equation for t, it can nevertheless be

used directly in (39) to yield

Xmax Sot*[T-gt*/2] - gN(o) (42)

where t* is the solution of equation (41).

Clearly, a ground level inversion can only arise if JC > 0, that
max

is to say,

gNq (o)
i So 0 t* [T-gt*/2] (3

This criterion can be restated in terms of the density gradient of

the atomic cloud, or from equation (30),

dNA N AgN q(0)
A = A > g (44)

dz zA q+l 2N1 °cxUt *[-gt/2]

Now if the GLB-ion has been selected to achieve a high degree of ground
4 level burnout, then the excited states of the (q+l)-ion will be very ener-

getic in terms of the ionization energy of the q-ion and consequently the)

will only be sparsely populated - this means that the bulk of the (q+l)-ions
_~ q+l

will reside in the ground level and hence N N Furthermore, if

in the times of interest (i.e., the times to create a GlIP)on]y a small

fraction of the (q+l)-ions have recombined, then we can replace the ratio

Nq (o)/Nc1
+ l in (4 1) by *Y,, the GLB factor achieved prior to the recolibination

promoted by the resonant charge exchange collisions. We may thus write

d A go
A (45)

cx

20



For the lithium isoelectronic series of ions, B 11, BIl1, CIV, etc.,

g = 3 (46)

and since the solution of the transcendental equation for t*, equation

(41) yields

t* 0.6T (47)

we can see that the criterion for creating a GLIP becomes

dNA 50> c

d 2 2 (48)
u Ycx T

In the case of BIII, T a 0.8 nsec, and if we take a 1 0-1S cm then

~~dN A 13
dz > 7.8 x 0 3 (49)
dz 2U

It is not unreasonable to expect that we could make the relative

velocity between plasma and the atomic cloud of the order of 106 cm sec
- I

Under these circumstances we require

dNA22 -> 7.8 x 10 22 a (cm- 3/cm) 
(50)dz

and we see that the criterion now boils down to a limit on the density

gradient of the atomic cloud in terms of the GLB factor achieved through

laser resonance saturation. In accordance with our above calculations

•for BIll, we can write BIll % 5 x 10- . This would lead to the criterion

dNA 1 19 -d "- 3.9 x 10 (cm-3 /cm) 
(51)

118 -3

* hich can be thought of as a density jump of about 4 x 10 cm in a

1 mm layer - a fairly strong density gradient, but one that might be

attainable.

If we assume that a comparablc degree oF ground lcvel burnout could

*I be achieved in singl- ioni-ed beryllium through laser resonance saturation,

then in this instan'c we would require

*I 21
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" dNA-

A- >69xi17 3dz > 6.9 x 10 cm /cm (52)

which translates into a density jump of 6.9 x 10 16cm in a 1 mm layer.

The more reasonable density gradient associated with B II follows from the
e

6 nsec lifetime of the 103.67 nm transition, assuming all of the other

factors remain the same.

6. NEUTRAL ALUMINUM CLOUD EXPERIMENTS

As indicated above, the attainment of a ground level inversion through

resonant charge exchange requires the production of a relatively dense

cloud of suitable atoms having a steep density gradient. In the case of the

B eII and AZI, charge exchange pair, see figure 20, we have estimated that

the gradient of ground state aluminum atoms would probably have to exceed
17 -4

7 x 10 cm

We believe that there are several possible methods of attaining this

kind of neutral atom density gradient: Laser heating of a thin foil-glass

interface, electron beam heating of a foil or joule heating of a foil in

a vacuum. In keeping with our high efficiency philosophy we have chosen

to study the sudden joule heating approach first. However, the diagnostic

techniques we are developing should be applicable to evaluate the density

gradients attained, whichever approach is used.

6.1 Ex Zng Foil Facility and Praeiminay Emission .,a 2zrG>nts

We have constructed a capacitor discharge circuit for generating a

large current pulse within a strip of aluminum foil placed in a vacuum.

The small capacitor bank comprises six 8.5 F BICC capacitors that are

connected in parallel and charged to 1650 volts. A small EEV GHX-T

sparkgap is used to discharge this 70 J through the strip of aluminum

foil called a fwcc<. Ten such foil strips are cut out of one sheet of

foil and mounted on a rotatable holder within an evacuated six-port glass

chamber as shown in figure 22. The complete fuse holder assenobv is shown

in figurv 23. tach fuse is connected in turn to the capacitor bank via

a banana plug,. This approach has eliminated the arcing ohservcd in our

earlier arrangemCnt.
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The emission from the atomized aluminum cloud was monitored by two

photomultipliers (RCA .P2A and a RCA 931A) T le 931A photomultiplir

was positioned in front of thc fuse in order to respond to the earliest

emission and thereby provide a zero time reference signal. Th 1P28A

photomultiplier was used to either detect the emission from the expanding

atomized cloud at some distance from the fuse holder surface or to monitor

the dye laser output. The former arrangement enabled both the expansion

velocity and temperature of the atomized cloud to be evaluated.

The ground state aluminum atom density was estimated by means of

near resonance abso~rptifon photograp 7iy (28 ) In this approach a short pulse

(S nsec) from a suitably tuned nitrogen pumped dye laser is directed

through the atomized cloud and photographed. If the wavelength of the laser

is tuned to lie close to that of the 396.1 nm aluminum resonance line then

appreciable attenuation is expected from regions of high atom density. A

schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is presented as figure 24.

The output of the nitrogen pumped dye laser was spectrally controlled

by means of an intra-cavity grating and a beam expander. This system also

enabled the laser line width to be narrowed to better than 0.04 em and

provided a wavelength stability of ±0.01 nm. The Exciton PBBO 804001

laser dye used had a maximum efficiency at about 396 nm and a useful tuning

range of 378 to 44() nn. No measuorements of the output energy were made

since the only reuireoment for the laser energy fluence was that it be

adequate to expose the film in the camera after passing through the system

in the absence of tee aluamdinum vapour.

The expansion velocity was estimated from the time delay btwec the

emission signals obtained from the frontn opand sidye laerwn photomultipliers.

The latter receives light only once the atomized Cloud emerges from beyond

a specially positioned light baffle. This baffle was designed to prevent

any extraneously scattered light from reaching the side-viowing photom -

tipicr prior to the expanding plasmna entering its field of vieu.eAt a

boTkground pressure of 0.0he tor' of nitrogenn the expansion c ocit , aerged

over the 3.2 cm width of the ti iht harre, was appr tan \ n0 an -

ihe spatially electiron tempera tire T of thle at oit e Cloud
C

wa; qaterji froe th f relaitie c mtensity ratio of two emiSio lines. If

T- prevI i ITs-e then it i l I k nown r i e;m. fom that the ayt io of e the two



emission signals arising from In> to im> and jp> to q> transitions within

the same species

S = A exp(-Enp/kTe) (53)

where E represents the energy difference between the upper levels of the, np

two transitions and A is a system constant that depends upon the photomul-

tiplier response at the two wavelengths, and a ratio of atomic parameters,

viz.,

A- q (nm Xpq nmgn
q pq Xnm pqg p

where q(X), represents the spectral response of the photomultiplier at

the wavelength Xo and A represents the appropriate Einstein transition

probability. g a represents the degeneracy of the Ia> level.

It follows from (53) that the uncertainty in the temperature measure-

ment AT e/T e can be related to the uncertainty in the signal ratio measurement

by the expression

SAT kTe e AS
T E S
e np

Clearly, 1: should be chosen to be as large as possible compared to kT
np e

After an initial study of the aluminum spectra the 390.0 nm (lP°lD)

and 623.2 nn ( p - D) transitions of AZII were selected as both lines could

be observed in spite of thu 4.46 eV energy separation of their upper levels.

This relatively large value for E implied that the temperature uncertainty
np

would amount to only 22% of the signal ratio uncertainty for a temperature

of around 1 eV. A preliminary measurement of the electron temperature

yielded a value of (1.40±0.15) eV.

6.2 f ,Jr '  >•1" . . rIJ '.> 'r2n , Ori 7- "'?

If the atoMli zed 1luniinu!1 cloud is assumed to be spherical in natore,

then thu Cf; .: presented to the laser radiation at waVCleinth ,

at distanc "" fro. the fuse holder surface, sce fienurc 25,

N)z- r-2---- --

- [ k(z x, )dx (5-4)
=2 0 , ,
X=0
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where the absorption coefficient

C k(z,x,X) = :(X,r)Nl(r) (55)

and
1 2 2x r -z

R is taken as the radial location of the boundary of the expanding cloud

at the instant of interest. Nl (r) represents the aluminum ground state

atom density at a distance r from the centre of coordinate system, which

is taken to coincide with the centre of the foil strip prior to evaporation.

The absorption cross section for radiation at wavelength X at this location

can be expressed in the form
: ,4

9 2
o(Xr) - Z(Xr) (56)

8cig

where g /g represents the degeneracy ratio, and T the radiative lifetime?' I
for the resonance transition, c is the velocity of light and S (X,r) repre-

sents the absorption line profile function at this location. Implicit

in this analysis is the assumption that only the resonance transition

closest to the laser wavelength is involved in absorption.

If we assume that over the density range of interest Stark broadening

dominates, then we can write

1 "- w (7
, = '- o (r) '! + 2 (57)

where , 5s(r) and AXw(r) represent the Stark shift and width respectively.
As a first approximation we shall assume that the displacement of the laser

wavelength X from the line centre wavelength ,, is sufficiently large that0

we can write

,; ,(r)4,((,)r) -- 2 
(58)

I:, _), }
0

',e shall also assurNac th,|t over the d-cnsity ran,e of interest we can neg lect

iun broaden in T so that we cat wr i te

2wN (r)N" w r ---- (.79)
(r)

W 12 1



where w is gi C.n by (ric ( 2 6b) If We also assume 11T., then the free

electron density N (r) can he determined in terms of the electron temper-

ature T and the aluminuM ground state densitv l(r), viz.,

r )x 1 3/2 (Te 112

Ne(r) N6 x l  N (r)(kT x - /kT }  (60J

where U+(Te) represents the partition function of the ion, gI the ground

level degeneracy, EI the ionization energy of the atom and AE the ionization

depression. Note that E, AE and kTe are all expressed in eV units. Under the

conditions of interest ', is expected to range between 0.4 and 0.8 and to a first

approximation AE is set equal to 0.6 eV in (60).

In which case we can write

2,: A ew (Te)S C) 1/2
o(\,r) 2 [N l(r)] (61)

16
0

where A( g/ ) is the spectrally integrated absorption cross section

and

/ 21 S2 U(ye) 1/2
S ) xIO (kT ) g exp{-5.36/kTj (62)

Uinder these ci ureastances the optical depth

/2 2
x = /R - z

2Xl0_16 § ~ N( 3/2d
(z, ) C [ W(TS( )[N (r)] dx 63)

0 x=O

If we assume that the ground state atom density distribution

Nlr ) = N exp(-r2 /r 0 (64)o 0

arid that th(' te:!nrattre is rcasonubly tinifor.:i over the expandino cloud

theit
\ C ,/S ... . 2+

r -
2x .'o ~ :>-VIz dX b3

0 0 0

2(,



The transmissivity of the cloud,

T(z,A) 5 exp{-T(z,X)} (66)

can thus be evaluated. Indeed, we can write[11}l2 2r rA w(Te)S(Te)N 3 /2  (67

T(z,X) =exp 2 -Xe}e10 ex.P 3 2  (67
0 

0

In the case of the aluminum atom, A = 396.1 nm, T = 10.2 nsec,

2 = g = 2 and so CA = 3.2 x 10 2 2 cm3 . If we use kT 1.4 eV (as

estimated from the line ratio measurements assumed earlier) then
1.3x110 (26b) -10

S(T 1.23 x 10 and according to Griem 2, w(Te) 1.65 x 10 cm.
e e

Consequent ly,

13 x 23 3/2

T(z,X) =_exp L1.3 x 20 r 0N 0  exp {-3z 22  (68)
(AX)2 2r °

where AX corresponds to (X-X ) in nm-units. Transmissivity curves for

various values of No, r0 and A have been computed. Two such curves for

N 1019 cm 3 , r = 0.2 cm, AX = 1.7 nm and 3.66 nm are presented as

figure 26. Also, included on this figure are the locations of the observed

sudden jumps in the transmissivity corresponding to AX = 1.7, 2.44 and

3.66 nm as deduced from the near resonance laser photographs taken 3.5 psec

after the start of the plasma emission. A representative set of such photographs

arepresented as figure 27. The spread in the data arises from the

shot-to-shot irreproducibility. In order to check that the sudden

4 transition from light to dark on such photographs corresponded to a change

in the transmissivity of about 0.1 to 0.9, a calibration experiment was

undertaken using neutral density filters of known attenuation.

It is apparent from figure 25 that the aluminum atom density distri-

bution in the expanding cloud is roughly approximated by a relation of

the form

N(r) N exp { 2
or

1019 0
where N -0 cm and r 0.2 cm. These results are encouraging

0 o
for although they are prel iminary in nature, nevertheless, they" suggest

27



that quite steep density gradients are produced by this exploding foil

technique. Indeed, the gradient for such a Gaussian distribution

2r Noexp _r2 (69)
0 r

0

has a maximum value given by

N N
2 rj = 0.858-0 (70)

dr max ro r0

and occurs at a distance r = ro0/v-. In figure 28 we have plotted both
N(r) and IdN(r)/drl against r for the N and r° values indicated above.

From this figure it is evident that the atom density gradient easily
17 -4

exceeds the value of 7 X 10 cm indicated earlier as necessary for the

creation of a ground level population inversion through charge exchange

interactions.

Further confirmation of the steepness of the atom density gradient

was obtained from a close inspection of the light to dark boundary region

of the near resonance absorption photographs. Measurements undertaken

With the aid of a travellin-; microscope reveals that the transmissivity

jump (0.1 to (1.9 ) occurs in a distance of less than 1 mm. This can be

seen to ht Col istfnt with the, prediction of our calculations, see figure

A i &di,-t d thitsc restiLlts are encouraging even though they are only

te.ntat v..' ~iiiftie . Currcnt l wc arc exploring ways of optimizing the

foil Cxp Io- i(1o tcohn inc iLlMd iri reasing the accuracy of our diagnostics,

in pa rticI .r e a r rcFining the tlicoretical basis for interpreting the

neat iesoIi;tnc(L aboS t )tol data.

I
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NEWl DISCOVERIEVS STEMIIN6 FROM RESEARCH

Saturation of an atomic transition by the intense radiation field of

a suitably tuned laser represents an important kind of interaction with a

wide range of potential applications. The consequences of laser resonance

saturation and the applications stemming from this interaction depend to a

very large extent upon the period of saturation. If the resonance to

ground level populations are only momentarily locked in the ratio of

respective degeneracies (saturation) the principal effect is a burst of

intensified spontaneous emission that can be used to diagnose the excited
(1iu~, 2)

medium.~ On the other hand an extended period of saturation (lasting

for much longer than the resonance state lifetime) can lead to extensive

perturbation of the medium.3 ,4)  Indeed, if the free electron superelastic

collision time is short compared to the duration of the laser pulse near

total ionization of the laser pumped species is rapidly achieved (4 -19 ) In

the case of an ionic species extremely rapid changes of electron temperature
(20)can be produced by this means.

The author was the first to recognize the importance of laser satura-

tion and many of its possible areas of application I-4 ) Subsequent work

in the author's laboratory and elsewhere have proven that laser resonance

saturation does represent a significant form of interaction between laser

radiation and atomic vapours or plasmas.

Momentary laser saturation represents a powerful diagnostic technique

that is finding application in many areas ranging from fusion reactor(21)(22,23)
studies (2 1 ) to combustion measurements. The combination of laser

ablation and laser saturation spectroscopy represents a new approach at

evaluating fundamental atomic quantities such as: radiative lifetimes,

branching ratios, transition probabilities and selected collision cross-

sections. A preliminary paper on this subject was published by us in

Physical Review .  This technique, as well as being convenient and

accurate, is part i cui arly well suited for meCisurei;:onts on short lived,

high ly ionized specic, s created by laser ablation. Furthermore, it is

xc'rsatile and can use :::a1!ti ohoton or stepwise cxcitaition as the mems of

c,,e'at ing thv burst s Of intenS i iJed emission.

As a spini oft of this worl: wc hi1ve also showrIn that this concept can

,ls() forn tlhc bas-'is It nc2,, form of trace clemnt laser microprobe called
I ".\ iT.SIIt "%

I
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More recently, we have demonstrated in a proof of principle experiment

that laser saturation spectroscopy can be used to directly measure, with

both spatial and temporal resolution, the ion to neutral atom density ratio

in a rapidly expanding ablation plasm(26).

The ionization capabilities of extended laser resonance saturation
(-17)

have now been indisputably demonstrated with a variety of experiments.

IIWe have developed a model of this laser ionization based on resonance

saturation (LIBORS) and have shown that the interaction can be thought
in ourstaes(18,19)

to proceed in four stages .  Confirmation of certain aspects of our

theory has been provided by several research groups. - 17) Recently, there

'I has been some success in using laser resonance saturation for the purpose

of creating infrared laser action. Currently, our efforts are concen-

trating upon obtaining a better understanding of this interaction and in

studying how best to employ this fast and very efficient method of coupling

laser energy into a plasma for the purpose of developing an efficient short

wavelength laser.
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Fig. 9 Upper inverted trace displays a 3nm band of
recombination radiation centred at 400nm
5OmV/div (Na - 5.2xlOIScm-3 ).

Lower trace shows corresponding laser pulse at
589nm (AXZ = 0.2nm) as monitored on photodiode
(200ns/div for both).



Fig. 10 Upper inverted trace displays line emission at
568.6nm, 100inV/di%- (Na 9Sxlo 1 Scm- 3 ).

Lower trace shows corresponding laser pulse at
589nm (AXZ = 0.2nm) as monitored on photodiode
(500ns/div for both).
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 27 Three representative photographs of laser light passing through
exploding foil chamber. (a) Laser tuned to coincide with the
396.1 nm AII resonance line revealing large extent of low
density cloud 3.5 psec after foil explodes. (b) Laser detuned
by about 0.7 nm from 396.1 nm AZI resonance line showing much
smaller -.xtent of high density core also 3.5 visec after foil
explodes. (c) Laser fired before foil explodes.
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APPENDIX A

LASER STIMULATED INVERSE RADIATIVE AUTOIONIZATION

AS A MECHANISM FOR CREATING A GROUND LEVEL POPULATION INVERSION

R. MI. Measures and R. Kissack

Abstract

We have been able to demonstrate by relatively simple equilibrium

arguments that the attainment of a ground level population inversion by

means of laser stimulated inverse radiative autoionization is not possible.
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In many approaches towards the development of short (X and XLJV)

wavelength lasers, energy is stored in the ions of a plasma. The ground

state of an ion of charge Z can represent an effective storage medium

if, at the temperature required to ensure near complete ionization of

the (Z-l) ion, there is very little excitation of the ion of charge Z.

A ground level inverted population (GLIP) might then be created within

Ksuch a medium if a fraction of the Z-ion ground level population could
suddenly be transferred to some state that is radiatively coupled to the

strongly depleted (Z-l) ion ground state. In some of the early approaches

at developing an X-ray laser, rapid cooling through expansion of a dense,

highly ionized plasma was thought to be capable of accomplishing this by

means of three-body recombination to high lying levels (1 ) of the (Z-1)

ion. Unfortunately, it was soon shown that the energy released by this

recombination prevents the formation of a GLIP!2 "3 )

In another approach at developing an X-ray laser, Harris (4 ) has

proposed using a laser to suddenly switch the population of a storage

state into a potential laser state. Although this is an attractive con-

cept, the fact that the storage state in this approach is metastable is

likely to constrain operation to low densities which in turn will severely

limit the gain coefficient attainable. We felt that it might be possible

to use this concept of laser switching where (in our approach) the Z ion

ground state would represent the storage medium. This would avoid the

limitation imposed by using a metastable state as the storage state.

In order to accomplish this we have considered the possibility of

suddenly enhancing electron resonance capture into a doubly excited state

of the Z-1 ion through the process of stimulated inverse radiative auto-

ionization, SIRA. By this means it might be possible to momentarily

create a ground level population inversion within the Z-1 ion. The

feasibility of this would be greatly facilitated if the Z-1 ground level

had been strongly burnt out by laser resonance saturation(5 1 4' prior to

the sudden application of the SIPA laser pulse.

We have schematically illustrated this concept for the case of a

singly charged ion in figureAl. In this illustration (->, i> and d'

are taken to represent the atom ground state, the ion ground state and the

atom doubly excited state, respectively. p is taken as the photon energy

of the stimulating laser field and the energy of the free electron that

A-2



h . -

is participating in this stimulated inverse radiative autoionization

process. This interaction can be expressed as a reaction of the form

SItRA: Ii> + hvL + e - Id> (Al)

where hvL represents a photon of the stimulating laser field and e a

free electron. Energy conservation implies that

ap + e = Edi (A2)

where Edi represents the difference in energy between Id> and li>.

The basic idea is to start with a plasma which primarily comprises

ground state ions. This state of affairs can be produced by means of

laser resonance saturation where a degree of ionization of close to 99.9%

has been predicted. We shall assume that the electron density is high

enough that just prior to switching on the SIRA laser the plasma can be

thought to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium. Furthermore we shall

also assume that in the absence of the SIRA laser field the dominant decay

mode for the doubly excited state is radiative decay to the ground level

and that during the times of interest this represents the primary mechanism

for repopulating the ground level.

Under these circumstances the rate equations governing the ground and

doubly excited states take the form

dN g (AS)
dt N dAdg

4 and dN d

= NeNiR - N d(Rdi + Adi + A d) (A4)

where N and N represent the density of ground and doubly excited state
g

atoms, while N. and N represent the ion and free electron densities. Adg

represents the instein spontaneous emission probability for radiative

decay of ci> to g,- and Adi re'presents the .;pont aneous emi;ssion proi1ability

for radiative autoionizat ion of the doubly excited state, vi-,

RA : d " i " + u + h '(A .-)

A--S
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In the presence of the SIRA laser field the radiatively induced rate

coefficients are Rdi for stimulated radiative autoionization, viz.,

SRA: jd> + h\) ji> + e + 2hv L  (A6)
, L

and Rid for stimulated inverse radiative autoionization, see (Al).

For our model we can set N N. and we can assume that both the
electron density and its temperature are constant during the times of

interest. If we further assume a step-like pulse of laser radiation then

we can introduce the two constants,

I2
S = Ne2 Rid (A7)

and

I R + A +A (8
T di di dg (A8)

In which case equation (A4) takes the form

dNd  Nd
S (A9)dt

which has the solution

N d(t) = S{ - e -t / T  (AlO)

provided Nd(o) = 0, which is a conservative assumption.

The population inversion density between the doubly excited state and

the ground state,
.4

cJN(t) Nt) - LN (t) (All)

where wn represents the ratio of the statistical weights for Id> and g".

The appropriate rate equation for A.("t) takes the form

... . ) = Idt N (t) + A , (A12)

[f wc use the above solution (AIO) for Nd(t), then we can write

I(t) S[ (1+p)e - P]
At

A-1



where we have introduced

3 p H u!Adg T (A14)

The solution of equation (A14) can be expressed in the form

-wNt) = -wNg(O) - S[T(l+p)(e - t / [ - 1) + pt] (AIS)

where we have used the fact that Nd(o) = 0 in evaluating jVo).

To ascertain the maximum value of this population inversion density,

'rax' we set df)'2dt = 0. The justification for assuming that this condition

corresponds to a maximum is obtained by reference to the nature of equation

(AIS). From equation (A13) it is apparent that L.a( arises whenmax

e - t / T = p/(l+p) (A16)

which amounts to stating thatGV is a maximum at a time

t m = 'in[(i+p)/p] (A17)

Substitution of (A16) and (A17) into (A15) yields

=S I [ph [n A g w(0) (Al 8)

Clearly, a necessary condition for creating a ground level inversion, i.e.,

:., > 0, based on laser stimulated inverse radiative autoionization, can be
expressed in the form

wN (o)
S, > (A19)

In. -Ceial, P'i + Ad + Adg " 'i dg so that p < 1 and we can restate

th r itvr ion for cireat itl' a grOtMILd 1evel inlverSioll thl'Ough SIR\ in the

feZ) I ;i

N 'R.
... .. : N., o (A20)

Rdi di gAd ,

A 5



Now Rid can be related to Rdi + Adi through the equilibrium relation

R id (Rdi + Adi)/Sd(Te) (A21)

where

d N 2 EQUIL 2irm kT ]3/2 U.(T /kT
Sd(T) 2 e e = 2 h2 e (A22)

Here Ui (T ) represents the ion partition function, Te the electron tempera-

ture and wd is the statistical weight of the doubly excited state. The

other constants have their usual meaning.

If (A21) is substituted into (A20) we have

N2
N (R +A
e di di) wN(o)S (T) (A23)
(Ri+Ad+Adg) de

In the limit of strong laser radiation (i.e., Rdi >> Adi + A ) this amounts

to requiring

N
2

Ne S g(Te > USd(Te) (A24)

g

where 2--m kT ]3/2 Ui(T ) -E. I/kT
Sh(T 2 e e e e ig e (A25)g eh 2  W~

The value of T used in both (A22) and (A25) corresponds to the LTE valuee

prior to irradiation with the SIRA laser. If (A22) and (A25) are used in

(A24) we are able to see that the criterion for laser action can be written

in the form

-. ig/kT E di/kT (A26)

wh ich makes it very obvious that a ground level population can never be

created by means of laser stimulated inverse radiative autoionization. It

,shonld be noted that thi ,; proof is fundamental in nature and does not require

any knowledge of the cross sections involved. However, it might be worth

merit ion ing that the plasma was assumed to be in umE prior to irradiation

)y the SIItA las,) pulse. Deviations from this startig condition might

Iad to different coll hisions.

A-6
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The influence of molecular nitrogen upon plasma channel formation by laser
resonance saturation

R. M. Measures, S. K. Wong, and P. G. Cardinal
Institute for Aerospace Studies, University of Toronto. 4925 Dufferin Street, Downsview, Ontario, Canada
M3H5T6

(Received 7 July 1981; accepted for publication 27 October 1981)

Laser resonance saturation of alkali vapors represents a very attractive method of creating the
extended plasma channels of interest in light ion beam fusion. We have undertaken a preliminary
study of the influence of molecular nitrogen upon this laser ionization technique. Our results
indicate that the electron cooling, resonance quenching, and the increase in the laser energy
requirement are acceptable, providing that the alkali seeding exceeds 0.5%.

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 52.20.Fs, 52.25.Ps

I. INTRODUCTION beam;

rq A fusion reactor based upon multiple light ion beam (4) Superelastic Heating of the free electrons to provide
drivers promises to be less expensive and more efficient than high conductivity channels;
other inertial confinement reactor schemes. The light ion (5) Rapid Formation of the plasma channels through
beam approach to fusion also lends itself to methods of mini- exponential growth of ionization;
mizing the wall loading of such a reactor by employing a (6) Minimum Pellet Preheat by the laser radiation due to
large reactor cavity and using an atmosphere that will absorb the modest demand of laser energy;
most of the energy liberated (other than that released in the (7) Compatibility of the constituent (such as lithium va-
form of fast neutrons) when the fuel pellet undergoes fusion. por), that is amenable to LIBORS, with the proposed operat-
A tand of distance of several meters may be required in ing conditions within a fusion reactor; and
order to protect the array of ion diodes from the microexplo- (8) Resonance Line Lasers currently under develop-
,ion. a, -'his will necessitate the development of an efficient ment7 could lead to a simplification of the design and oper-
mode, n beam transport across the reactor chamber. ation of the lasers required for LIBORS.

I here is a reasonable body of experience that has dem- In our initial study6 we have shown that a laser pulse of
ontrated that light ion beams can be efficiently transported less than 1 J would be required to create a plasma channel
for distances of at least one meter by means of current carry- with an electron density of close to 10"i cm - ' over a 5-m
ing plasma channels.' ' These plasma channels provide path in the case of a 0. l-Torr sodium atmosphere. Further-
both charge and beam current neutralization and sufficient more, we can say, based on our recent development of a
azimuthal magnetic field to confine and guide the ions. Re- simple model of LIBORS,'- ' that this estimate would also
cent experiments have also shown that these discharge chan- apply to a similar lithium atmosphere. This can be seen by
nels can be initiated and guided by laser heating of a molecu- reference to Fig. 1, where the variation in the 95% ionization
lar gas.4 "- In this work a CO, laser is used to vibrationally burnout time with laser irradiance is presented for lithium,
excite ammonia molecules, thereby creating a low density, sodium, potassium, and rubidium. Although these ioniza-
very weakly ionized channel for guiding the discharge. Al- tion times were estimated on the basis of a spatially uniform,
though this approach may be adequate for testing the con- step-like laser pulse, we have recently shown' that in the case

* cept it is unlikely to be a candidate for a fusion power reac- of sodium, allowance for a realistic laser pulse (both spatially
tor, where the ambient temperature could be in excess of and temporally) should lead only to a doubling of the ob-
1000 *K. served ionization time. By way of illustration, in Fig. 2, we

We have proposed' that saturating a strong transition present the time history of the growth ia thefree electron line
within one of the gaseous constituents (such as lithium va- density. I e (t) for three kinds of laser pulse.
por) of a fusion reactor with an appropriately tuned laser An analysisi" of the radiant heat pulse, from the fusion
represents an almost ideal method of creating the multiple created fireball within the atmosphere of a light ion beam
electrical discharge guide paths. In regard to this task the reactor, has suggested that it might lead to excessive loading
advantages inherent in our proposed laser ionization based of the reactor walls. A more recent analysis has found that
on resonance saturation-LIBORS technique are seeding this argon atmosphere with as little as 0.2% of sodi-

(1) High Efficiency due to the large cross sections in- um vapor could degrade this heat pulse to a more satisfac-
volved in directly converting the laser energy into ionization tory level. Thus it would appear that the alkali vapor could
and electron energy; serve two useful purposes within the reactor. The possibility

(2) Complete Ionization (> 95%) of laser pumped spe- of using a molecular gas as the main constituent of the reac-
cies along the path of the laser beam, even for relatively mod- tor cavity atmosphere has also been suggested.i2
est values of laser irradiance; In this paper, we report on an initial study of the influ-

(3) Uniform Plasma Channels should be formed due to ence a of molecular gas upon the plasma channel formation
the linear rate of energy deposition along the path of the laser potential of LIBORS. Nitrogen was chosen as a representa-

5541 J. Appl. Phys.. Vol. 53, No. 8, August 1982 0021-8979/82/085541-11$02.40 c) 1982 American Institute of Physics 5541
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LISORS SIMPLE (CONTINUITY) MODEL e + N,--N' + e - - (>6.2 eV) electronic excitation,

Othe energy spacing between the ground state (X 'T ') of N 2

- -0002 and its first excited electronic state (A 3X + ) is about 6.2 eV
S. L -. -. and so electronic excitation of N 2 should also be relatively

unimportant unless the alkali seeding drops below 0.1%.

Thus, the primary cooling mechanism for the free electrons
0 has been assumed to result from

4N 500 e + N2-N 2 + e- -(=0.01 eV) rotational excitation,
and e + N2(w)-'N 2(u) + e - - .1E -- ,) vibrational

excitation,

of the nitrogen molecules, where Ac.., =. - c
(u - w) X 0 29 eV). c, represents the energy of vibrational

0 .state described by the w-vibrational quantum number and
10 10 1o 10 0u > w.

LASER IRRADIANCE, I (Wcrm
2)  (ii) Quenching of the laser excited resonance state

FIG. I. Variation of 95% ionization burnout times 79 with laser irradiance through vibrational excitation of nitrogen molecules
'. as predicted by simple model for lithium, sodium, potassium, and rubi- Na(3p) + N2(w)-.Na(3s) + N(U) + [E 2 , -

dium, corresponding to initial density N,, = t0 cm i

where E21 represents the sodium resonance energy (equal to
* tive molecular gas with no obvious disadvantage. In particu- the laser photon energy).

lar, we set out to see if laser resonance saturation of sodium We see that for each resonance state atom quenched by
vapor could still lead to the formation of a plasma channel collision with a nitrogen molecule, the excess energy be-

'4with an electron density of close to 10" cm- , in a time of tween the resonance energy and that required to vibrational-
less than I psec in the presence of molecular nitrogen at a ly excite the molecule from w to u, goes into translational
density of at least 2 X 10i cm- 3 . In addition, we have evalu- energy of the colliding species, thereby heating the gaseous
ated the increase in the minimum laser energy required for mixture.' 3

the creation of such channels by this background gas. Where ',;ll Depletion of the alkali seed atoms through the for-
possible we have made simplifying assumptions that are mation of nitrides has been assumed to be negligible due to
strongly conservative and we therefore expect that our re- the low decomposition temperature of these compounds
suits will, if anything, overpredict the laser energy required (e.g., NaN3 decomposes for T> 300 K).
to create these plasma channels. Even so, our analysis is en-
couraging because it indicates that LIBORS still represents
an efficient and low energy methrc of producing the dis-

* charge guide path necessary for i( n beam transport. i x0 .O_l 'me 1.1300 IOcrn

11I. LASER IONIZATION WITH NITROGENE SOIMCLN
BACKGROUND GAS E SDU OLUMN

The presence of an appreciable background density of a RADIUS, 6c

molecular gas such as nitrogen will invariably have a detri- _" 8 OlO(Il) E1=0808Jmental effect on the laser ionization process. Clearly the (I6rlo'wci)

*I large number of internal energy states associated with a mol- 5 6051d5

ecule will represent an effective sink for the energy of both ,e, / '=4 96xlOcrfi

(r ~ea
the free electrons and the laser excited species. The most W c,serious of these are considered below. 4.0xlO 1 l O.O91J

o 1 'II2

A. Potential Influence of nitrogen 
'- ,I

S2.OxlO
(i) Free electron cooling through excitation, dissocia-

tion, and ionization of the nitrogen molecules, viz., 0 1

e + N,--N,' + 2e - (15.58 eV) ionization, 0 50 100 150 200 250
TIME (nsec)

e- + N,-,N + + N + 2e- - (14.54 eV) dissociativeTIE(sce FIG. 2. Comparison of the temporal variation of the free electron line den-
ionization, sity. I e of a sodium column evaluated to a radius of 0.6 cm for the three

- + N2-N + N + e (9.76 eV) dissociation. cases. ( i Steplike, flat laser pulse for P'= 10' W cm ' (ii) Laser pulse is
e assumed to have realistic temporal variation but uniform radial distribution

The group of interactions shown above are all expected to be out to 0.6 cm. Energy in the pulse is set to be 0.808 1 corresponding to a peak
unimportant due to the relatively low electron temperature irradiance of 10' W cm 2; liiil Laser pulse is assumed to have both a realistic

temporal variation and a Gaussian radial distribution with an exponential
found in LIBORS of the alkali metal vapors (typically 5 1 radius of 0.20 cm and an energy of0.091, giving a peak irradianceof 10'
eV). In the case of W cm 2
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(iv) Removal of low energy electrons through the for- + Na(3p)-*Na+ + e- + KE (=0.04 eV), (iii) laser-in-
• mation of N2- appears to be negligible due to the negative duced penning ionization Na(3p) + Na(3p) + hv---*Na +

electron affinity of N 2.'4  + Na(3s) + e -+ KE (= 1.17 eV).
It is apparent that the two most important interactions Na(3p) and Na(3s) represent a resonance and ground state

to be considered are electron cooling and direct resonance atom, respectively. hv represents the laser photon energy
level quenching, through vibrational excitation of the nitro- and corresponds to the energy difference between the reso-

,- gen molecules. We shall now consider each in turn. nance and ground states E2 , ofJ (cm4 sec) represents the
two-photon ionization rate coefficient (sometimes referred

B. Electron cooling through vibrational excitation of to as the generalized cross section) for the resonance level; oa
.nitrogen and E, represent, respectively, the cross section and ioniza-

The total electron-nitrogen scattering cross section is tion energy corresponding to associative ionization; aL (cm 4

found to peak just in the energy range of interest. 5 The mag- sec) represents the cross section for laser-induced Penning
nitude and structure of this cross section is associated with a ionization, v represents the mean velocity of the LPS.
resonance interaction that leads to the vibrational excitation o4'l (cm2) represents the single photon ionization cross
of N2 through the momentary formation of N2- according to section for level n, and the sum extends over all levels n > 2
Herzenberg' 6 and Birtwistle and Herzenberg. " The absence for which ionization by a single laser photon can be achieved,
of an electric dipole moment for N2 ensures that the prob- F (photons cm- 2 sec- ') represents the appropriate photon
ability of direct vibrational excitation is small. 5  flux per unit area of the laser beam, i.e.,

The LIBORS energy equation' for the free electrons in
the presence of nitrogen molecules can be written in the form hvF [I1(v) dv.
d -' 'N ,E2 22 E2No2cF-(N,.) = N 2 NeK 2 ,E2 , + (2EC - Ec2 )N204?2F2  C represents the loss of energy per electron due to the net

2 Acollisionally induced upward movement of bound electrons
+ J(2E 2 t - EA4)N 2 '

7 v (exclusive of the resonance superelastic term) and is given by
+ 1(3E 21 - E,,)N 2 L Fv

C= X (N K,. - N'Km,)E_" + N 2K 21E 21 '

+ I(E 2, - E,)N o,'F' F
>2 where N2K2 ,E2, represents the laser-induced superelastic

- N.K E - N C heating term for the free electrons. H, represents the rate of
> elastic energy transfer to ions through Coulomb scattering

collisions, and if the electrons and ions have Maxwellian
N2H, -N,NH + N'K K,, E,_ velocity distributions H, takes the form' "

N 2e 
H, e 4 (S8 7M, 112 (T,. - T In ( 9(kT )

2n e

Y ,6 /(n) + N, Y Y(ov)', n.,u ic.., H , U,.s ~~) (.8 T irn9 e')
nU ... where T, (K) and T, (K) represent the respective electron and

ion temperatures (viz., c, = (3/2(kT,) and ni, (g)] and m, (g)

- N,. (ov),1,,P AEu... (l) their respective masses, e is the electronic charge (esu). N
(cm ') represents the total neutral atom density, and H,_
represents the rate of elastic energy coupling between the

where e.(J) represents the mean translation energy and N, free electrons and the neutral atoms. We can approximate
the density of the free electron. Note N2 in this equation H,., by
represents the sodium resonance state population density (8k TL.,/2  4 kin,
and N, (cm ') represents the population density of the n H_. , - T,,,, I I
level in sodium. n. and n,,, represent the respective nitrogen m, rn
population densities in the u and w vibrational states of the where a,,, represents the electron atom elastic scattering
ground electronic state. cross section. /3(n) represents the radiative recombination

The first term on the RHS of Eq. (1) represents the su- rate coefficient for level n of the LPS.
perelastic heating term for the free electrons arising from The last two terms of Eq. (1) take account of the energy
electron collision quenching of the laser sustained resonance gained and lost to the free electrons through vibrational de-
level population. E,,,,(J) represents the energy separation excitation and excitation respectively. (ov)',, represents the
between levels m and n of the laserpumpedspecies, LPS. E,._ electron collisional excitation rate coefficient for excitation
represents the ionization energy of level n of LPS and K,_ front w to u.
represents the three-body recombination rate coefficient for The electron energ) equation can be divided into two
level n. The next three terms of Eq. (1 I represent the contri- equations, one taking account of the rate of change of the
bufion to the free electron energy from the three most likely electron density and the other giving the rate of change of the
electron seed creation processes. In the case of sodium: (i) mean electron translational energy. If we assume that the
resoiance state two-photon ionization Na(3p) + 2hv-.Na' free electrons are described by a Maxwellian velocity distri-

4- e -4- KE 1 1. 17 eV). (i) associative ionization Na(3p) bution corresponding to an electon tempe-ature T,,, then we
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can write for4 = (312)kT,, then we can write
-I - E -- (2) --'- N,

2 dt Are dt dt Jdt O U
where1'- wh r , + [(U + 1)( + I)n. +

. dt . - u+ (2 u + 1)"In. + u-n._], (9)

+ XN o)F+N42)F2  where

T .>[(ov)EnP (1,oo, l)] (10)
+ N 2 { 'A v + a. vF represents the effective relaxation time for vibrational

2 exchange.
-N 2  fi (n) - N,' K, (3) A set of equations of the form given by Eq. (9) needs to

> be solved in conjunction with the normal set of LIBORS

and d (Ne 4 )/dt is given by Eq. (1). equations and the amended electron energy equation [Eq.
We see that the influence of the nitrogen molecules is (2)]. In general the rate of electron excitation from the lowest

felt through their effect on T , and subsequently on the var- vibrational state is larger, or of the same order of magnitude,
ious electron collisional rate coefficients. In order to deter- than that from any of the higher vibrational states. In addi-
mine the extent of this influence we need to solve not only the tion a molecule in an excited vibrational state can be colli-
atomic population rate equations and energy equations, but sionally de-excited and heat the free electrons. Consequent-
also the appropriate set of nitrogen vibrational state popula- ly, if we assume that essentially all of the nitrogen molecules
tion rate equations, are in their lowest vibrational state, the rate of electron cool-
dn, ing will be as large as possible and we will invariably under-
-= N/ ,. (aO)U - nU (ov U estimate T,. This in turn will lead to a conservative estimatedi'Vr of the lengtiening of the ionization time associated with the

+ (0v I n,, n P (u + l,u,w,w + 1) molecular background gas. With the assumption that all the
t,, nitrogen molecules are in the lowest vibrational state we

+ n,,,nn. P (u - I,u,w,w - 1) avoid having to solve the set of vibrational rate equations,
- n., , n nP(u,u + l,w + l,w) and can write for the electron energy equation
-n , unP(u,u - l,w - l,w) I. (4) 3 kdT e = LIBORSterm s- n . Y (o 0L'A f o, (11)

The first two summation terms in Eq. (4) take account 2- d--- o
of the electron induced rates of excitation and de-excitation ws lo
of the ground electronic state having a vibrational quantum where nom is set equalto)te to tal nitrogen density and the

number "u". The subsequent four summation terms are con- LIBORS terms of Eq (11) refer to all the terms of Eq. (2)
cerned with the rate of creation and rate of destruction of the exclusive of those involving nitrogen.
population in this u-vibrational state through vibration-vi- It should also be noted that ( 0vV, decreases as w in-
bration energy exchange collisions between nitrogen mole- creases and so in our preliminary work we have summed tq%;
cules. Thus (ov) : represents the elastic (gas kinetic) collision w = 8 in Eq. (11). These rates were numerically evaluated
rate coefficient between nitrogen molecules. from the cross-sectional data available in the literature.2" Itratecoeficint etwen ntrogn mlecues.should be noted that these cross sections include both rota-
P (u + i,u,w,w + 1) represents the probability that in a colli-
sion between two nitrogen molecules there will be a vibra- tional and vibrational excitations. The subsequent vibration-
tional exchange of energy equal to one quanta of vibration al cooling term in Eq. (11) is dependent upon the electron
energy, i.e., the molecule that was in state-(u + 1), drops tou, temperature and is fitted by an expression of the form
while the molecule that was in state-w is raised to w + 1. nfAT n exp(C/T) in our LIBORS code, where

For a harmonic oscillator it can be shown that" A = 8.685×10 4, B- -0.9678, C = -2 9x104 , and
T,. is in K.

P u + l,u,ww + 1) = P(u,u + l,w + l,w)
= (u + 1)(w + I)P (1,0,0,1), (5) C. Resonance quenching through vibrational excitation

and of nitrogen

P(U, U - l,Y - lw) = P (U - l,u,w,w - 1) = UWP(l,0,0,I). In addition to cooling the electrons the nitrogen mole-
cules will also quench the resonance state sodium atoms

(6) through the following interaction
If we further introduce the total nitrogen density, Na(3p, + N2l(uw)Na(3s) -N,(u) + (E21 - A,,).

,(7) Here again N(u, and N,(u( represent nitrogen molecules in
and the average vibrational quanta the w and u vibrational states, respectively. In such a

quenching collision the vibration energy of the nitrogen mol-
V ujn , (8) ecule is increased and the difference between the atom reso-

nance energy and the gain in vibrational energy will appear
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0
in the form of increased translational energy of the collision laser saturation, from Eq. (12)
partners. This form of heating will be considered later. I > 295 W cm- 2.

Each time a sodium resonance atom is returned to its This poses no problem as the values of laser irradiance
ground level by. uenching collision, an additional laser throughout our analysis considerably exceeds this value.
photon is required to elevate the atom back to its resonance The power extracted per unit volume from the laser
state. In effect this raises the value of the saturated spectral field resulting from these nitrogen quenching collisions can
irradianc 1,(v). As was first shown by the author2 the reso-
nance and ground level populations of the laser excited

atoms are only locked in the ratio of their degeneracies g, if Q ' = noN2vQE 2  O', (16)
I(v) >, !(v), where I(v) is the laser spectral irradiance (as- w
sumed broadband compared to the atomic linewidth). The and is included in the LIBORS code to allow for the addi-
saturated spectral irradiance tional laser power density absorbed in the presence of nitro-

8 rhv 3  ra' d gen. N2 is again the sodium resonance state density.
I M c2(l + g) t (12) For times somewhat less than the ionization time we

can approximate Eq. (16) by the form
where hv is the laser photon energy, c is the velocity of light,

v is the frequency of the laser radiation, 7ad is the radiative Q , = GnoNovQE2 i o . (17)
* lifetime of resonance level and r is the actual lifetime in the

presence of quenching collisions, where we have assumed laser saturation which gives 2l
In the case of the sodium resonance transition, N2 = GN o  (18)
I,(v)=6.07X 10-loW cm- 2 Hz-, with

in the absence of collisional quenching. If the laser band-
width is about 0.1 nm (or 86 GHz) this corresponds to stating G = g (19)
that for saturation 1 + g.

I>52 W cm 2  For NO = 5X 1'0 cm - 3 , no = 2X l0 7 cm - ' we have Q',
=6.76X 10' W cm-' using the values of ao,, given in Table

In general we can write [. This represents a fairly large rate of laser energy deposition
1 into the nitrogen gas. Indeed, the rate of translationally heat-

+K 2+ KI+ nU(ov) U., ing the nitrogen molecules (e, is mean thermal energy of a

(13) nitrogen molecule) is given by the expression
where (ov)Q, isthe nitrogen collision quenching rateinvolv- de, - GN o -
ing vibrational transitions from u to w and A2, represents the dt- . I - 1 (.(
Einstein spontaneous transition probability for the reso- AtNo = 5X 10' 5 cm-andno = 2X 10 7 cm- Eq. (20)
nance to ground transition. If we assume as before that the givesdf /dt 6.50 X 0 eV sec -'molecule', and leads to
majority of the nitrogen molecules are in the lowest vibra- gi es e i temp e Vu e o 503 K for ea s otional level of ground electronic state then we can write an increase in temperature of 503 K for each 100 nsec of

laser irradiation (until appreciable ionization occurs).
I-=A..+N,.KK }C1 ., (14) This gas hcating would invariably lead to thermal de-

S-2 2 population nf the vibrational ground state and as indicateo

where earlier would reduce the electron cooling rate. This would
mean that T, would be higher and the ionization time re-

2 z nov (15) duced. This is consistent with our statement that our calcu-
lations would be conservative. That is to say, our estimate of

and ao,,, is the effective cross section for vibrational excita- the increase in laser energy required in the presence of N,
tion from 0 to w through quenching with Na(3p), will be larger than required in reality.

S8 k T1 / 2
. We have also omitted the ion-nitrogen translation ener-

V - 1

T is the gas temperature, and M is the reduced mass for the
sodium-nitrogen collision. TABLE I. Sodium/nitrogen resonance quenching cross sections and en-

In Table I we present estimates .... of the Na(3p)-N, ergy defects.

quenching cross sections and the corresponding energy de- Vibrational
fects E2  -A 0 . In the absence of nitrogen the electron super- excitation ,, (A I E,- je,,, eV

elastic quenching leads to a minimum resonance state life-
time of about 12,5 nsec (compared to 7,,dz 15.9 nsec) for a 0 -3 3.74 1.23
sodium atom density of 5 X 10 " cm -', corresponding to a 0-.4 5.86 0.94

a 5 .81 0.65vapor temperature of 670 K." The presence of 2 X 10 " 0.5 6.03 0.36• ~~0 .6 .303
cm - 3 of nitrogen molecules further reduces this lifetime to 0 7. 0.07
about 2.2 nsec, which in turn increases the requirement for
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Sodium No 50015 cm-3

L10
2 2 -

E dN9 -4(2),,
d 0" zT2c- 1.66.,10"cm4 ac)

'L ('L="56RIO-41cm4sec)
L, dNa * 1-44 cm 4 sac) FIG. 3. Variation of three primary seed ion-z

0 I L Ateization rates with laser irradiance for sodi-
um at 5 X 10'5 cm - 3.(dN,/dt)I A- associ-

4N ative ionization rate, (dN./dt )IL_ laser

Z d A  O cinduced penning ionization rate and
0 (dN,/dt)IT-- two photon resonance state

I.. ionization.
* 0

w
L I-

"W 10151 1 1
1) 0 6  107  i0 8 io

LASER IRRADIANCE, I/(Wcm-2)

gy exchange terms from the ion energy equation. Such a assuming a N= 5 X 10'" cm- 3 . The results (for the cross
term would, in effect, tend to prevent the ion temperature sections used in most of our code runs) are presented as the
from rapidly rising towards the electron temperature and full lines in Fig. 3. It is evident that associative ionization will
thereby mean that the electron-ion energy loss term [N2Hei dominate for I < 2 X 10' W cm -2 while two photon ioniza-
of Eq. (1)] would remain large for a longer period. This tion of the resonance level will be the primary seed ionization
should not affect the ionization time and in order to test this process for h;7her values of laser irradiance.
we ran one case where the ion temperature was forced to stay Rece, - -)eriments2- have suggested that the laser in-
at room temperature (an extreme example). The results of duced Pe... ng cross section o,, could be as large as
this run confirmed our justification for avoiding the com- 5.6 X 10-" cm 4 sec, and so we have added this result
plexity of including the ion-nitrogen energy exchange terms. (broken curve) to Fig. 3. Clearly, if this is correct, laser in-

duced penning ionization is likely to be the dominant seed

0. LIBORS computer code results with and without electron creation process over the Prange of interest. Never-

nitrogen theless, most of our LIBORS code runs used the smaller
value of 2 X 10- " cm 4 sec for o"L. It is evident that if we had

In order to see which of the seed ionization processes is used the larger value of orL the ionization time would have
likely to dominate at any given value of laser irradiance, we been somewhat shorter and this would have had the effect of
have evaluated the ionization rate for each as a function of! reducing the amount of laser energy required to form a plas-

TABLEII. LIBORScoderesultswithandwithoutnitrogen. P= 10'W cm ;or, = 2X 10 4 4
cm' sec;a' ' = 1.66x 10 4'1cm1 sec:a, = 5X 10 '"cm2.

Sodium Nitrogen Computer Electron density Electron temperature
density density run achieved at end of run
N,, cm 'i n,, cm '1 time Insec) NV "cm 'I T, (Ki

I X l0" 0 606 9.988× I0'" 6275
3 x 10" 0 218 2.993 x 10" 6930
5 x 10" 0 220 4.982 10" 6889
I X 10"' 0 120 9957 x 10" 7581
I XIol 2× 10" 1000 1.051 X l0 4293
3X 10" 2x 10" 804 2.500x 10" 3787
5> 10" 2x 10" 430 4.284x 10" 4060
I X. 10" 2x 10'' 225 8.836 x, 10' 4500

I X l0l 3x 10" 1000 2.284x 10'' 2758
3" 0" 3* 10" i000 3.505 x 10" 3226
5X l0' 3-10" 1000 1.144 x10" 3365
1 X 10" 3x 10"' 527 5.105> 10" 3508
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100- Nitrogen Density
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0IW >_ To (R)

2E.
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j E ITi (R),-

SODIUM DENSITY (cm
3 )
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FIG. 4. Percentage degree of ionization achieved within one microsecond
for several sodium/nitrogen atmospheres assuming a laser irradiance of 106 FIG. 5. Dependence of electron and ion temperature time histories on sodi-
W cm 2 um density assuming 106 W cm 2 laser irradiance and a nitrogen density of

2 X 1017 cm- 1.

ma channel of a given length. We have proved this to be the Wt .an gauge directly the influence of a nitrogen atmo-

case for one set of conditions where the ionization burnout sphere of about 13 Torr upon the maximum electron density,

time was indeed reduced by about a factor of 3. This reaf- peak electron temperature and ionization burnout time at-
firms our assertion that our predictions will be conservative. tained with I'= 10' W cm- 2, for No = 5 l oll cm-3 by

In Table II we present the results of a broad series of reference to Fig. 7. The full lines correspond to laser ioniza-
LIBORS code runs used to gauge the likely conditions of tion in the absence of nitrogen, while the broken curves refer
interest. These runs were also used to ascertain the degree of to the case where no = 2 X 10' cm- 3. It can be seen that the
ionization achievable within I jusec at a laser irradiance of I presence of the nitrogen reduces both the peak and the final
MW cm- 2 . The results are presented in Fig. 4 and from electron temperature by about a third and this, in effect,
these we can see that in order to obtain an appreciable degree doubles the ionization time and prevents full ionization
of ionization (i.e., a > 50%), the sodium doping density (a = 84% as opposed to 99.9% for no = 0) from being
N, Z 3 X 10 "5 cm- - for a nitrogen density n 1_ 2 X 10 i7 attained.
crn -. It might, however, be noted from Table II that if a
plasma channel with an electron density of 10' cm - is ac-
ceptable, then a sodium vapor density as low as 10 i" cm is
adequate even with a nitrogen background density of 16

2 1 10
17 cm provided a laser irradiance of at least 106 W IO ---------------

cm 2 is maintained for a lusecperiodalongthepathofthe Ne(P) Nitrogen Densi t
beam. Sodium Density

Since the presence of nitrogen leads primarily to a cool- S6 (pD

ing of the electrons we decided to check the variation of this No = 5. 105 (0)

cooling with sodium density for a given laser irradiance and t 101ii:/= 1,:) Wcm-2nitrogen density. The results are presented in Fig. 5 where it z

is evident that both the plateau and minimum values of the a 5,io0
electron temperature decrease with decreasing sodium den- z Ne (0)

0sity for a given nitrogen density. The corresponding vai- X
ation in ionization burnout time can be seen by reference to o

W
Fig. 6. Clearly, the ionization time increases and the final _J
electron density achieved decreases with decreasing N,. It is
evident from these results that plasma channel formation 1,10 -' Ne-r)

Ne'R)
with an electron density of about 10 1 cm 'should be attain- 0 .I,

able within Ipsec provided NO. ,5x 10" cm ', I > 10" 0 I0 20
Wcm 2 andn,.<2x10"cm '.Thevalueof2xl0' cm TIME (p.sec)
for 'he nitrogen density is in keeping with current thinking FIG. 6. Dependence of electron dens:ty time histories on sodium density

about the likely atmospheric conditions within a light ion assuming a laser irradiance of 10" W cm and a nitrogen density of2 x 10"

beam fusion reactor. i2 cm
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FIG. 7. A comparison of the temporal variation in electron density N,, FIG. 8. A comparison of the temporal variation in the electron density, the

electron temperature 7, and ion temperature T, with (2X 1017 cm-) and resonance state density and the absorbed laser power density Q I (W cm -3),
w og dwith 2 X 10" cm -) and without nitrogen assuming a laser irradiance of 10
without nitrogen, assuming a laser irradiance of I0W cm - and a sodium W cm- 2 and a sodium density of 5 X 10" cm - .

* density of 5x 10" cm.

" The difference in the power density extracted from the power density required before and after this peak. We shall

* ntepwrdniyetatdfo h return to this point in the next section.

, laser field Q', under these same conditions, can also be seen n Fis pnt the vtition.

fromFig 8, her th temora vaiatin i Q'is pesetedIn Fig. 9, we present the variation of the 75% ionizationfrom Fig. 8, where the temporal variation in Q'is presented timer, with laser irradiance for No = 5X 1025 cm- 3, no = 0
with that of both the resonance state N2 and electron densi- (9points) and no = 2 X cm 3 (o points). The full and

ties N.. Clearly, although Q' reaches a peak where the pro- broken curves are respective fits to these data by a relation of

. duct N2N, is a maximum for both no = 0 and no = 2 X 10" the form
cm _, implying that electron superelastic quenching always

dominates the peak absorption. It is quite apparent that the TB 1 (21)

presence of the nitrogen significantly increases the laser a + b {I')

Sodium Density No 50015 cm- 3

Nitrogen Density no =  xOI7CM-3 -

200 \
Z

*% FIG. 9. Variation of the 75% ionization

time with laser irradiance for sodium densi-

ty 5 x 10" cm - assuming a zero and

2 x 10"7 cm - 'density of nitrogen. LIBORS

O %,,.. code points (.) for n,, = 0 and (o) for

P' '':.. n,, = 2 x 10" cm '. Curves are analytical

[ 100 fits to the points of the form r.NO =[a+bfI''lq

0

106 108  109

LASER IRRADIANCE Ii( W cm2)
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We can see from Fig. 9 that for values of laser irradiance 5I0 5
ranging from 106 to i09 W cm 2, the sodium vapor ioniza- Sodium Density

" tion time is roughly doubled in the presence of 13 Torr of '" No- 5 xIOt
s cm-

nitrogen as a result of electron cooling. X Nitrogen Density
0 no= 2 IO7 cm3-

E. Nitrogen effects on laser requirements for plasma ._
channel creation Z

We shall now proceed to estimate the energy density of " A
the laser pulse needed to create a plasma channel of length L W U

in sodium vapor of initial atom density, No = 5 10cm
- 3  .

in the absence of any nitrogen background gas. We shall then " I '

recalculate the energy density required in the presence of 13 =' .... -
Torr of nitrogen (i.e., no = 2X 1017 cm 3 ). AS previously 10

shown6 the ionization time increases with depth because as W-- -

the laser pulse burns its way through the sodium vapor its 0o? 106

irradiance decreases. This will mean that, even if the original 0 0 I 500
laser pulse were step-like, its temporal nature will change 0 250

with penetration into the vapor column. Although we are TIME ( nsec)
currently working on this complex problem the analysis in- FIG. 10. Dependence of laser absorbed power density Qtime history upon

cluded in this report assumes that we are always dealing with laser irradiance for sodium density of 5 x 10 cm- assuming zero (full

a step-like laser pulse. We therefore assume that the laser curves) and 2X 10" cm' nitrogen (broken curves).

energy density required to create a plasma channel can be
written in the form

of the laser energy with laser pulse length (chosen to achieve
Ee =I.'o., (22) at least 75% ionization along a 5 m long channel of 1 cm 2

where i , (W cm- 2) represents the incident laser irradiance cross sectional area) and the results presented in Fig. 11. The
and if (sec) represents the 75% ionization time after a pene- full curve assumes No = 5 X 10 cm- 3 and no = 0, while the
tration depth L (cm). Under condition of laser saturation it broken curve assumes No = 5 X 10" cm- 3 and no = 2 X 1017

has been shown6 that the laser irradiance at the end of the cm . Clearly the former situation leads to a minimum laser
channel length energy density E f = 7.4 J cm- 2, a corresponding laser

If, =I -QL. (23) pulse duration r' = 35 nsec and I~o = 2.11 X l0 8 W cm - 2 ,

This relation assumes that the laser power density absorbed
is independent of the laser irradiance (and therefore posi-

tion). This is not strictly true forIl > 107 W cm -2 , as can be Sodium Density No = 50'5 cm -
3

seen from Fig. 10. The deviation from constant Q tis due 12~~.Dniy o 0i,¢.

primarily to the growing importance of single photon ioniza- 0- 0

tion at the higher values of laser irradiance. Thus to be con- E
servative we shall in fact write

I=P Q' xL, (24) "

where Q '.. is taken to be the peak value of Q'correspond- \
ingtothelV= 10' Wcm _runs, i.e., 20

Q' m Q'm.(No,no,1 108). (25) 0M ma >_-

The ionization burnout time from Eq. (21) becomes W
(No,no =o ,L = (a(Non o) Z

A +b(Non o))I - Q max L x '(N- " )) ', (26) L

and from Eq. (22)
E '(No,nodjoL

a(o o +bN~o{ioQ0..N,., (27)
a(N0,n-)+b(Nono))I' - maxL 0 -- 50 100 150

The values of a, b, and x were obtained for the two sets LASER PULSE DURATION TO ACHIEVE 75% IONIZATION
of runs shown in Fig. 9, and AT END OF 5m CHANNEL, r/(N SEC)

[2.9 x HY W cm -3  for no = 0 FIG. Ii. Variation of laser energy density E (I cm ') with laser pulse30 x 1 . duration necessary to achieve 75% ionization at the end ofa 5 m channel inQ . 13.0x l0 W cm_ for no = 2×10 cm -. sodium vapor at Sx 10"cm 'and insodium/nitrogen (5 x 10 "

Equatius (26) and (27) were used to show the variation cm '/2 x 10" cm ') atmosphere
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20 well-ionized plasma channels prior to striking the dis-
-. "Sodium Density NO - 5%1015 cm-3 charges. Laser ionization based on resonance saturation of an

Nitrogen Density alkali vapor has been proposed as ideal for the task of form-{o .-.- soing such highly ionized plasma channels very rapidly with a

- o.2 , - -- relatively low energy laser.
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate wheth-

- 15 er the presence of an appreciable background of molecular
. -. nitrogen was likely to effectively degrade this means of creat-

a / ing the discharge guide channels, or increase the laser energy

0 J requirement to the point where it might become impractical.
/ In an attempt to compensate for the many poorly known

N :/r cross sections used in our analysis we have been conservative
2 _10 wherever possible. Thus, although the accuracy of our anal-

* ysis may not be better than a factor of two we feel that our
S conclusions will be reliable.

Our conclusions are:
(i) The primary effects of the nitrogen background gas

Z 5 upon LIBORS are to cool the free electrons, thereby increas-
ing the ionization time, and to increase the laser energy. i orequirement;

/ "(ii) Near to fully ( > 80%) ionized channels can be rapid-
/- ly created within a sodium (or lithium) seeded nitrogen at-

mosphere providing the alkali is present at a concentration
200of greater than 0.5%;

0 100 200 300 400 500 (iii) If the nitrogen density within a reactor is expected
CHANNEL LENGTH, L (cm) to be about 2X 10 ' cm 3 , then an electron density of close

to 5 X 1015 cm - 3 can be created over a 5 m path with a sodi-
FIG. 12. Dependence of the minimum laser energy density E ,. (J cm 2) um density of 5 X 10"5 cm- 3 , provided the laser energy den-

, necessary to achieve 75% ionization burnout at the end of channel-upon
the channel length, assuming sodium/nitrogen atmospheres of(5X 1"O'  sity is at least 17.2 J cm 2 and the pulse duration is about 80
cm '/zerol and (5 X l0 cm -/2X tO"7 cmnsen ;

(iv) If the electron density required to create a discharge
guide path is only 10" cm - 3 , then both the alkali seeding

while the latter case gives E'm, = 17.2 J cm - ', 
2 = 80 nsec and the laser energy requirements could be considerably

and P / = 2.15 X 10' W cm- 2. relaxed.
We see that although the presence of 13 Torr of nitro- (v) The presence of nitrogen not only cools the free elec-

gen increases the minimum laser energy density required for trons but, in quenching the laser pumped species, is itself
creating a 5-m plasma channel from 7.4 to 17.2 J cm 2, this directly heated. This could further improve the channel ca-
is not excessive. Furthermore, the actual laser energy re- pabilities of LIBORS through the creation of a low density
quired to create such a channel is still less than 2 J if a 0. 1 cm 2  core to the channel.
channel cross sectional area is acceptable and consistent In light of our encouraging theoretical results we would

. with laser beam divergence and beam shaping optics. It recommend that an extensive experimental program be un-
O should also be noted that the increase in the laser pulse dura- dertaken to test our conclusions and to see if plasma chan-

tion (35-80 nsec) is also reasonable as it would lead to an nels created through laser resonance saturation offer any
ionization time that is well within the time required to avoid advantages over other approaches towards the formation of
turbulent breakup of the channel ( > I psec). discharge guide channels. In particular, it would be worth

In Fig. 12 we have evaluated the variation in the mini- comparing LIBORS with direct photoionization (either sin-
mum laser energy density with length required to achieve at glq or two-photon) techniques. The latter only provides ener-

* least 75% ionization in pure sodium vapor at about 300 gy to the free electrons upon their creation while in LIBORS
m Torr (No = 5 X 10'" cm --') and in the presence of about 13 the laser continues to provide energy through superelastic
Torr (no = 2 X 10. cm -) of nitrogen. energy conversion. This could be important when an elec-

tron cooling background gas, such as nitrogen, is present.
III. CONCLUSIONS Another important difference expected between direct pho-

An inertial confinement fusion reactor based upon light toionization and LIBORS is the predicted gas heating asso-
" ion beam drivers will require an efficient means of transport- ciated with the latter. This leads to the formation or a hot,

ing the ion beams across the reactnr to the fuel pellet. It low density core to the channel.
appears that multiple plasma discharge channels could ac- It is expected that the choice between the competing
complish this task. One of the most attractive method, of laser techniques for creating the discharge guide channel
ensuring that these discharge channels are straight, well de- will probably be made on the basis of which technique can
fined and brought to a common focus is to create a system of create a channel that is of high enough quality to ensure

G
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